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Viruses Are Beginning to
Get to Me!
Robert L. Glass
… in which I oppose the increasing frequency of virus attacks

’m not at all sure whether the topic I’m
writing about is valid for this column.
Loyal Opposition is intended to cover
topics where I’m loyal to the field of software engineering but where I oppose
some kind of old wives’ or husbands’
tales that I believe are leading the field in
wrong directions.
So what am I opposing in
this column? I want to come
down firmly against viruses
and their increasing frequency.
Viruses, I hear you asking? Isn’t
everybody against viruses?

I

Why write about that?
Well, yes, I have to admit.
But there are a couple of reasons why I want to write
about viruses even though no sane person really favors them. Reason 1 is that the news on
viruses is disturbing. Their number is dramatically increasing, in spite of all efforts to curb
them. I’ll return to this reason later.
Reason 2 is related to Reason 1. In recent
months, I’ve been deluged by viruses. You
know how statistical realities, such as Reason
1, don’t really hit you until your own ox is
gored? Well, my own ox is getting gored so
frequently that there’s virtual blood all over
my computer. I’ll elaborate on that thought
later, also.
But first, there’s that loyal opposition thing
to deal with. I’ve been a contrarian for so long
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that I still remember a colleague, 50-something
years ago, calling me “Zag-Nuts, the Rabble
Rouser” (in those days I was inordinately addicted to the Zag-Nuts candy bar). And I persist in contrariness to this day. It wasn’t all that
long ago that a conference where I was speaking presented me with an honest-to-goodness
certificate proclaiming me the “Premier Curmudgeon of Software Practice.” (I display that
plaque proudly on my office wall!) I delight in
questioning the unquestionable, standing in
front of steamrollers.
Given all that, why should I waste my time
questioning the frequently questioned, standing in front of a parked steamroller? Because,
to be honest, “I’m mad as hell, and I’m not going to take this any more.” Those virus attacks
I spoke of have just plain been getting to me.

Let me count the ways
Getting to me how? Let me explain (this is
my discussion of Reason 2). Back in May
2004, my ISP instituted a new virus- and
spam-suppressing tool. That, of course, is a
very good thing. But, when this tool suppresses a virus or some spam, it sends me a
message telling me it did so. Suddenly, I was
made very aware of the number of viruses and
spam I was getting. And that number was truly
ugly. I decided, as a sometime researcher, to
gather a little data on them. Here’s what I
learned.
Continued on p. 102
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In early fall 2004 I took a one-day
sample of my messages. Of the 71 messages I received, 38 (53 percent) were
viruses. Another 17 percent were spam.
Except, of course, that each virus notification message was a sort of spam, because it was of no other use to me, resulting in a total of 70 percent spam.
What viruses was I receiving? Seventeen of them were a MIME-type
message. Thirteen were of the Netsky
variety. Four were something called
“Kriz.” Two more were Mydoom, and
another two were Fun Love.
What were the subjects of these
viruses? (The subject, of course, is supposed to entice you into opening the
message’s attachment—in a very real
sense, opening Pandora’s Box). There
was a fascinating variety of subjects,
some of them quite clever—“approved,” “important,” “old times,”
“corrected,” and even one that announced itself as “garbage.” But one
subject dominated. There were several
minor variations on the wording, but
the essence was “delivery status notification.” The virus claimed to be providing me with information on some
prior email that it wanted me to think
I had sent.
And where did these viruses come
from? Here, I must admit I’m on shaky
ground. I suspect that the “sender”
identified in these messages is as fictional as the subjects were, or at least
that the “sender” tells us nothing useful about who actually sent them. Once
again, there was a variety of senders,
with names such as “consultants” and
“venus” and even “misterbeverlyhills.”
But, as with subjects, one sender dominated. Almost half the viruses came
from some variant of yahoo.com. (Remember that I said I was on shaky
ground here? I tend to think that this
was a one-day phenomenon, because
since that day I haven’t noticed such a
dominance of yahoo messages.)

What did I think about all
of this?
My first thought was kind of paranoid. I thought that, because I write a
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contrarian column, I was being virusattacked by those who disagree with
my stances. In recent months I have, after all, probably offended some people
on such subjects as
■

■

■

■

The validity of open source approaches (Open source zealots, to
be honest, scare me.)
Whether software project schedule
pressure is a good thing (I came down
hard against those who think so.)
Whether traditional software engineering is entirely a good thing (I
noted that the agile approaches,
some industry approaches, and an
increased focus on maintenance
could or would be improvements
over the “norm.”)
Whether the theoretician’s view of
modeling is worthwhile (I questioned the validity of some fundamental theoretical concepts.)

That’s a lot of potential enemies.
But IEEE Software’s editors asked
me to rethink that paranoid stance,
and it’s just as well they did. Three different virus experts said that my problems are very unlikely to be payback.
Most virus attackers, they said, don’t
read technical publications such as this
one. (One expert even said that he
doubts that most virus attackers read
anything at all, but I think there was
some bitterness there.) If anything is
happening here at all, the experts said,
it’s simply that my email address is being published with my columns. And
given that I like hearing from you readers, that’s a problem I’ll just have to
live with!
Recall Reason 1, which says that
viruses are increasing in spite of efforts
to curb them? Well, I base that statement on a bit of additional research
I’ve done since beginning this whole
quest. First, there was the feature article in the September 2004 Consumer
Reports. It was largely about spam, not
viruses, but what was depressing was
that it reported that the “Can-Spam”
law, which went into effect in January
2004, has had no effect whatsoever.
(CR says that 47 percent of those surveyed said they were actually getting
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more spam since the law was passed.)
CR said this was because the law was
“flawed.” The law requires consumers
to opt out of spam intake, rather than
putting the onus on spam senders. (CR
pointed out that the approaches to suppressing obnoxious phone calls and
peddlers is just the opposite, and that
those approaches work just fine.) CR
did also deal with the subject of
viruses, noting that “virus attacks have
flared up again” and suggesting “8
ways to foil viruses and hackers.”
But the really depressing news on
viruses came from the Sept. 20 Wall
Street Journal article “Money Increas-

ingly Is Motive for Computer-Virus Attacks.” More and more often, the article reported, “on-line attackers are …
professional criminals bent on making
money.” The article noted a “fourfold
increase in the number of new viruses,”
the largest increase the tracking company has ever documented. How do
they make money? Infecting computers
such that they can be used for launching massive spam attacks. Collecting
sensitive financial information. Stealing identities and credit card numbers
for more immediate financial theft.

o there you have it. I’m mad as hell,
I don’t want to take this anymore,
and I suppose the truth of the matter is that I can’t do anything about it!
I am curious about something. Has
the number of viruses (especially) and
spam (less so) that you’re getting increased recently? And what, if anything, are you doing about it?

S

Three virus experts
said that my problems
are very unlikely to be
payback. Most attackers,
they said, don’t read
technical publications
such as this one.

Robert L. Glass is editor emeritus of Elsevier’s Journal

of Systems and Software, the publisher and editor of the Software Practitioner newsletter, and someone “whose head is in the
theory of software engineering but whose heart is in its practice.” Contact him at rglass@indiana.edu (promise not to tell
anyone his email address); he’ll be pleased to hear from you.
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